The present study addresses the question of total internal reflection of a plane wave from an amplifying or attenuating medium. Inspection on the expressions for the modal gain or loss of an asymmetric planar waveguide having an amplifying or attenuating cladding has led us to the coefficients for amplified or attenuated internal reflection. The derived formulas suggest an interpretation that the refracted inhomogeneous plane wave undergoes amplification or attenuation while it travels a distance equal to the Goos-Hänchen shift along the boundary plane before going back into the high-index medium.
coefficient exceeding unity is unfeasible [16] . What most of these past theoretical studies have in common is that they sought a physical picture in which intensity growth takes place in the direction perpendicular to the interface between the transparent high-index medium and the low-index gain medium. None of the results thus obtained, however, has been applied to other physical situations that involve amplified internal reflection to see if they make any physical sense.
Among such situations, the most-often encountered and experimented are waveguides that exhibit gain or loss. The semiconductor heterostructure, for example, consists of a waveguiding layer with lower-index cladding regions, all of which exhibit either gain or loss. Solving Maxwell's equations for modal gain or loss with suitable boundary conditions yields solutions whose spatial intensity evolution in the x direction is of the form: exp(Γγx), where Γ is the fractional overlap between the guided-mode power flow and the gain or loss medium and γ is the material gain or loss coefficient [12] .
In the present study, instead of inserting a complex refractive index in place of the real one in the Fresnel formulas, we take a different route: starting with the expressions for modal gain or loss like the one in the foregoing paragraph, which may as well be viewed as the result of successive multiple reflections of plane waves, we work out formulas for a single total reflection from an amplifying or attenuating lower-index medium. The problem of finding the reflection coefficients thus becomes straightforward.
After the introduction, the reflection coefficients are derived in Sec. II. Sec. III discusses the evanescent field, which is shown to give a nonzero Poynting-vector component perpendicular to the boundary plane. Sec. IV concludes the study.
II. Derivation of the reflection coefficients
Total internal reflection is accompanied by phase changes, which are given by the Fresnel reflection coefficients. For an infinite plane wave incident at an angle α on a plane boundary separating two transparent media having indices of refraction n h and n l (n h > n l ), we have
where Φ s = 2arctan[(n h 2 sin 2 α − n l 2 ) 1/2 /n h cos α] for s-polarized waves, and
where Φ p = 2arctan{(n h /n l ) 2 [(n h 2 sin 2 α − n l 2 ) 1/2 /n h cos α]} for p-polarized waves [13] . Here the scomponent means the electric field perpendicular to the plane of incidence, and the pcomponent the electric field parallel to the plane of incidence. In what follows, we assume that, if the coefficient that governs the amplitude change is written as either ρ s or ρ p , depending on the polarization, the reflection coefficient with the phase and amplitude changes altogether is obtained by the product: r s = r s0 x ρ s for s-polarization or r p = r p0 x ρ p for p-polarization.
Here an asymmetrical planar waveguide is assumed (figure 1), whose core region of thickness T and index of n h is sandwiched by the amplifying or attenuating cladding region of index n l -jκ and transparent substrate of index n s . The imaginary part of the index κ is sometimes called the extinction coefficient and accounts for attenuation for κ > 0 in the present study. Also we assume that n l >> |κ| so the mode profile remains virtually unaffected by the presence of gain or loss. Even for analysing semiconductor amplifiers whose gain is as large as or larger than polymer gain media, this is a reasonable assumption, which holds for all cases of practical interest, because the ratio of the imaginary to the real part of the index is so small [19] . Just to take a look at how small the ratio could be with dye-doped polymers, we take, as an example, a doped polymer gain medium, which exhibited a modal gain coefficient of γ = 106 cm −1 at 0.5 μm, the largest value measured to date in the nanosecond region [20] . The value translates to a material gain of ~130 cm −1 or κ ~ −5 x 10 −4 . With n l = 1.58, we get the ratio |κ|/n l ~ 3 x 10 −5 .
We imagine a guided mode, either TE or TM, with an incident angle of α. Discussion on the phase evolution is found in literature in relation to the waveguiding conditions (see, for example, [18] , [21] or [22] ) and is of no interest to us for the moment. While traversing a distance L in the x direction, the guided mode experiences gain or loss as a result of successive multiple total reflections at the boundary between the core and the amplifying or attenuating cladding. First we consider TE modes, which are regarded as s-polarized plane waves superposed in phase. The modal gain or loss G s is expressed as
where Γ s l is the overlap factor in the cladding region, and k 0 is the wave number in vacuum. The extinction coefficient κ is related to the material gain (κ < 0) or loss (κ > 0) coefficient by γ = -2k 0 κ. We see from figure. 1 that the total number of reflections at the cladding-core boundary for a TE mode is given by N = L/ΔL s . Here ΔL s is the distance between two successive reflections at the core-cladding interface:
The penetration depths d s l and d s s in the cladding and substrate regions, defined as the distance from the boundary plane where the amplitude drops to 1/e of the value at the boundary, can be expressed as
and
where k 0 is the free-space wavenumber.
The overall intensity change after traversing the waveguide of length L is a result of N reflections at the core-cladding boundary, each of which gives an intensity change ρ s 2 :
from which we obtain
Here the overlap factor Γ s l can be expressed explicitly in terms of the refractive indices n l , n h , and n s and core layer thickness T [23] :
We (9). Indeed, in the analysis of planar waveguides, viewing the guided modes as a superposition of perfect plane waves, we are able to correctly estimate the accumulated phase shift resulting from multiple total reflections at the interfaces of the core layer [18, 21, 22] .
Using the Goos-Hänchen shift δ s , we find for the amplitude change: ρ s = exp(−k 0 κδ s ).
Including the phase factor, we have arrived at r s = r s0 x ρ s = exp(−jΦ s ) exp(−k 0 κδ s ).
The very same line of reasoning for TM modes with a little more tedious algebraic manipulation leads us to the reflection coefficient for p-polarized waves. Using
and ΔL p = 2(d p l + T + d p s ) tan α, where d p l and d p s are given by the following
and d p s = n s 2 (n h 2 sin 2 α − n l 2 cos 2 α) −1 d s s ,
we find r p = r p0 x ρ p = exp(−jΦ p ) exp(−k 0 κδ p ), (14) where the Goos-Hänchen shift for p-polarized waves is written as δ p = 2(n l /n h ) 2 cos α sin α [(n l /n h ) 4 cos 2 α sin 2 α − (n l /n h ) 2 ] −1 d s l .
We observe that, for κ < 0, a reflection coefficient exceeding unity naturally comes about. A given point on the wavefront, upon its incidence, traverses a path δ s or δ p , depending on the polarization, along the boundary plane and then goes back into the high-index medium [24] . In [24] , the author also emphasizes that the evanescent wave is a travelling wave, not a standing one, contrary to the oft-stated notion in literature. If this is the case, equations (10) and (14) suggest that the stimulated transitions responsible for evanescent gain or loss in the low-index medium are induced by the inhomogeneous plane waves travelling a distance δ s or δ p along the boundary.
The past theoretical works that support the existence of such evanescent gain essentially assume that the amplitude growth by stimulated emission somehow occurs in the direction perpendicular to the boundary plane. This, however, presents a physical picture incompatible with the textbook knowledge of stimulated transitions in that the amplification occurs perpendicular to the time-averaged Poynting vector of the evanescent wave travelling parallel to the boundary [18] . Note that the formulas proposed here, equations (10) and (14), facilitate the theory for its mechanism outlined in the foregoing paragraph, allowing us to reconcile the occurrence of such phenomenon with the 8 conventional idea of optical amplification by stimulated emission.
We notice that the proposed formulas go over to amplification from attenuation or vice versa by merely reversing the sign of the imaginary part of the index, as should be the case with the theory of classical electrodynamics, and also that they reduce, as expected, to the original Fresnel reflection coefficients as the imaginary part κ approaches zero. Now we are in the position to carry out an order-of-magnitude consideration on amplified internal reflection. Noting that the penetration depth δ s is known to be on the order of k 0 −1 [18] , we have k 0 δ s ~ 1. If we use κ ~ −5 x 10 −4 quoted above, we find ρ s = exp (−k 0 κδ s ) ~ 1k 0 κδ s ~ 1 + 5 x 10 −4 . This simple estimation indicates that an intensity growth by a factor of 5 or 1000 upon a single reflection [4] seems unfeasible. Based on the consideration above, one can imagine that only after the accumulation of multiple reflections the effect of gain or loss becomes noticeable.
III. Transmitted field in the low-index medium
We consider a monochromatic infinite plane wave E I s0 with s-polarisation, incident from the high-index side at an angle of α from the normal to the plane. With the time dependence exp(ωt) dropped as understood, the total field in the high-index medium is
given by
where E R s = r s E I s0 . If we write the field in the low-index medium 9 E y = E T s0 exp [−jk 0 n l (x sin β + z cos β)],
then the boundary conditions require that we have for the total field at z = 0:
As we have seen in Sec. II, the amplitude change in the low-index medium is determined by the propagation length equal to the Goos-Hänchen shift and is thus a function of neither x nor z but the incident angle α through δ s and is lumped into E T s . Notice that the finite propagation length in the gain or loss medium is essential to accommodate the steady-state solution. Noting Snell's law, we have
where
Here E T s0 is the transmitted field for the transparent case (κ = 0) and the second term [18] . To see if the expression obtained above for the transmitted field gives an adequate description of the physical situation, we take the z-component of the Poynting vector. Including the time factor exp(ωt), we have for the y-component of the electric field E y = E T s exp(−jk 0 n h sin α x) exp{−k 0 n l [(n h /n l ) 2 sin 2 α − 1] 1/2 z} exp(ωt) (22) and, noting n l >> κ, for the x-component of the magnetic field H x = −jc(n h 2 sin 2 α − n l 2 ) 1/2 E T s exp(−jk 0 n h sin α x) exp{−k 0 n l [(n h /n l ) 2 sin 2 α − 1] 1/2 z} exp(ωt).
Here c is the speed of light in vacuum. Taking the real parts of the electric and magnetic fields, (20) and (21), to calculate S z = −E y H x , we find that, unlike the transparent case, the zcomponent of the time-averaged Poynting vector has a nonvanishing term proportional to exp(− k 0 κδ s ) − 1, and that S z > 0 for κ < 0 and S z < 0 for κ > 0, as expected. 
IV. Summary

